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SELLING HEALTH INSURANCE
ACROSS STATE LINES
ONE COMMON THEME FOR THOSE CALLING FOR MAJOR CHANGES to
or replacement of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) is encouraging insurers to sell
health insurance across state lines. That is, insurers licensed to sell insurance in any
particular state would be allowed to sell insurance under that state’s rules in other
states. The intention is to spur more competition, which could increase consumer
choice, lower premiums, and improve services. For
instance, an insurer could choose to follow the rules
of a state with fairly unrestrictive benefit requirements
in order to offer lower-cost coverage in another state.
Although states currently have the ability to permit the
sale of insurance across state lines, few have done so
to date and no out-of-state insurers have entered the
market in those states.
Health insurance is licensed and regulated primarily
by state authority. Prior to the ACA, the rules
regarding insurance issue, premium rating, and benefit
requirements varied considerably by state. The ACA
narrowed state differences in these rules by imposing
more standardized requirements. Premium rate review
and approvals continue to be conducted primarily at the
state level, as are other consumer protections such as
network adequacy requirements.

Practical Implications
Allowing insurance licensed in one state to be sold in
another would raise concerns regarding how insurers
would set up local provider networks and how consumer
protections would be enforced. In addition, with
many of the rules currently harmonized across states,
there is less ability for insurers to exploit differences in
rules in order to lower premium by avoiding certain
requirements.
If the ACA issue, rating, and benefit requirements
were relaxed and the state variation in rules returned,
there would be more opportunity for insurers to take
advantage of these differences. However, this could
create an unlevel playing field. Less healthy individuals
would purchase plans licensed in states with stricter
regulations (e.g., guaranteed issue, community rating,
comprehensive benefit requirements), and healthier
people would purchase plans licensed in states with
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looser regulations. Such a result could lead to healthier
people benefiting from less-expensive insurance, but
those who are older and have more health care issues
would face higher premiums. Premiums for the plans
licensed in states with stricter regulations would increase
accordingly. Such a situation could threaten the viability
of the insurance market in states with more restrictive
rules and create a situation in which states would have
incentives to reduce insurance regulations and consumer
protections.
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